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ABSTRACT 
 

We consider the operation of a surface mounting technology (SMT) device that mounts 
various components provided by diverse types of feeders such as cassette, stick, and tray on 
a printed circuit board (PCB). The problem is to minimize the time needed to assemble a 
PCB using the SMT. We decompose the problem into two sub-problems, which are 
determining the allocation of component feeders and the mounting sequence of components, 
respectively.  In this paper we propose a hybrid genetic approach to solve two 
sub-problems. Hybridization is achieved through constructing initial population by an ant 
colony optimization (ACO) procedure and improving an individual by a local search. 
Results from a computational experiment show that the proposed technique outperforms the 
conventional genetic heuristic procedures, providing good solutions more quickly.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

    Printed circuit board (PCB) assembly is a 
combinatorial optimization problem that has received 
a lot of attention in the literature recently. In PCB 
assembly, electric components  are placed on a 
bare-board by a placement machine. In a high-speed 
chip-shooter (see Figure 1), the component placement 
heads are allocated round a fixed-axis turret head. 
The bare board is loaded onto a moving table by a 
conveyer belt. The positioning table moves it to the 
placement location. The component feeders are 
allocated on a moving feeder carrier, which moves 
the feeders to the pickup location. The components 
are picked up, rotated on the turret and finally placed 
on the board. The movements of feeder carrier, turret 
rotation and positioning table are concurrent. 

Objectives of the pick-and-place problem are to 
find the best feeder arrangement and placement 
sequence in which the cycle time of assembling a 
PCB can be minimized. The component placement 
sequencing (CPS) for each type of PCB can be 
formulated as a traveling salesperson problem for a 
fixed reel positioning. The component feeder 
arrangement (CFA) is formulated as an assignment 
problem for which the assignment cost is the sum of 
the weighted tour costs of the traveling salesperson 
problems for a PCB type. A variety of algorithms 
including exact methods and efficient heuristics have 
already been proposed for CFA and CPS planning.  

For excellent surveys on exact, heuristic and 
meta-heuristic methods, see Ball and Magazine [1], 

Downs et al. [4], Su et al. [11], Moyer and Gupta [7], 
Wang et al. [13] respectively. However, they did not 
consider the influences of the simultaneous 
movement of rotary turret, table and feeder carriage 
on the solutions of the problem. Genetic algorithm 
(GA) has been among the easy approach to solve 
feeder assignment and component sequence 
simultaneously and is unrestricted to particular types 
of placement machines [10][9]. The previously 
proposed meta-heuristics show significant variability 
in performance. They often require considerable 
computational effort and therefore fail to 
convincingly provide a single robust and successful 
technique. Consequently, there is a need to develop 
more robust, efficient and stable algorithms. 

The main contribution of this paper is to develop 
a hybrid genetic algorithm for the PCB assembly. The  

Figure 1. High-speed chip-shooter 
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1. Initialize population P using ACO heuristic; 
2. for each individual i ∈ P  

do i := Local-Search(i); 
3. repeat 

for i := 1 to #crossovers do 
begin 

select two parents ia; ib ∈ P randomly; 
ic := edge recombination  

crossover(ia; ib); 
ic := Local-Search(ic ); 
add individual ic to P; 

end; 
for i := 1 to #mutations do 
begin 

select an individual i ∈ P randomly; 
im := Mutate(i); 
im := Local-Search(im ); 
add individual im to P; 

end; 
P := select(P); 

until P converged; 
end; 

Figure 2. Hybrid GA  
 
proposed method is shown to be fast, cost-effective 
and highly competitive.The novelty of the proposed 
approach is based on a new concept that combines an 
ant-colony algorithm to initialize populations and a 
local search algorithm to improve solution quality 
during the process of mutation and crossover 
operations. The first generation evolves individuals to 
minimize the cycle time . Imposing a local feeder 
assignment improvement for each solution of a given 
population allows escaping local minima while 
progressively moving toward a better solution. 
Populations interact with one another whenever a 
new feasible solution emerges, decreasing gradually 
the number of tours imposed on future solutions.  
 

2. HYBRID GENETIC 
ALGORITHM 

 
The desire to improve the performance of GA in 

PCB assembly applications motivates us to build 
additional heuristic elements into conventional GA 
algorithm. The basic concept behind the hybrid 
methodology is not to use the GA to directly optimize 
the solutions, rather by combining two heuristics to 
GA. The first is to generate better initial population 
for evolution.  The second is applied to the offspring 
for improving their solutions. The performance of a 
GA is often sensitive to the quality of its initial 
population. The goodness of the initial population 
depends both on the average fitness (that is, the 
objective function value) of individuals and the 
diversity in the population of the first generation. 

Losing on either count tends to produce a poor GA. 
By having an initial population with better fitness 
values, we typically get better final individuals. 
Further, high diversity in the population inhibits early 
convergence to a locally optimal solution. Figure2 
shows the flow of the hybrid GA algorithm. 
Evaluation function 

In genetic algorithms, the chromosomes in the 
population and the offspring must be evaluated by 
some measures of fitness. The fitness of a solution of 
containing feeder assignment and placement order is 
evaluated as the total placement time computed by 
the following equation. For a fixed-feeder assignment 
and a fixed component placement sequence, fitness 
function is the total placement time, defined as  

 

 
tt= indexing time of the turret 
h=total number of placement heads 
n=total number of components 
tf=0 ,feeder moving time, if i > n 
tb(i-h/2)=0 , board moving time, if i-h/2 <0 
tr(i-a)=0 , component rotation time, if i-a <0 
Chromosome representation 

A list representation containing two links, 
[[s1,s2,s3, … ][x,y,z, … ]], represents  feeder assignment 
and component assembly sequence as a chromosome 
in the genetic evolution. A natural representation is to 
list the components  inserted in order. Thus, if the 
components  are labeled {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, then the 
second sub-list of chromosome might be [245163], 
meaning that starting from component 2 the rotary 
head places to 4, 5, 1, 6 and 3 in succession. An 
order-based sub-list as the genome represents  the 
minimum cycle time of the path that connects a 
bunch of components such that each component is 
visited exactly once.  Sub-list [s1,s2,s3, … ]  
represents rack position s1, s2, and s3 being allocated 
to component type 1, 2 and 3 so on in the rack.  
Initial population 

For the FA P and CPS, several heuristics can be 
used to generate the initial population. We generate 
the initial solutions by using an ant colony 
optimization (ACO) procedure. Dorigo et al. [2][3] 
provide a thorough overview over problems solved 
with ACO. Inspired by the behavior of real ants 
searching for food, the main idea of ACO is to utilize 
both local information (visibility) as well as 
information about good solutions obtained in the past 
(pheromone), when constructing new solutions.  
ANT based procedure consists of two stages: a 
construction stage and an improvement stage. The 
construction phase applies the component frequent 
usage algorithm [5] to assign reels  to the carrier and 
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uses the nearest neighboring algorithm with weighted 
moving cost under a given random initial starting 
placement component to construct the placement 
sequence with respect to the feeder assignments 
already made.  

In the first, an ant at the stage of component 
feeder f chooses a rack-slot position s to assign, 
taking into account both the reel selection visibility 
for assigning and the existing performance-trail 
intensity of the previous selection. An ant selects a 
component feeder f to be assigned to a rack-slot 
position s by the following rule: 
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An entry in the reel-assignment visibility matrix, nf, 
is the quantity of choice of a  rack position to be 
assigned. Initially, the construction of this visibility 
matrix is based on the idea of the frequency of 
component usage from Leipala[5].  Leipala 
suggested placing the most frequently used 
component in the middle slots of a contiguous feeder 
allocation section and decreasing the frequencies 
when randomly proceeding to the left or to the right 
from the middle position. After the feeder assignment 
is set based on the rule (1) , a group of ants constructs 
several placement sequences to insert all components 
to a PCB individually. After all required feeders are 
arranged, assume that an ant at an instant i of a 
placement order (1 ≦  i ≦  Na+Np) when 
component r has been inserted, the ant selects a 
component s from those unplaced components for the 
next placement order instant i+1 by consulting the 
transition rule. The rule is constructed by a weighted 
combination of the quantity from a previous 
performance present in the prior same order(δ(t-1)), 
the “potential goodness” of the PCB table-movement 
time (η ) and the rack-movement time(ω). The 

transition function is described as follows: 
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The improvement phase uses a reinforced 

learning technique to improve the solution obtained 
by the first phase iteratively. Each application of this 
procedure yields a (possibly) different solution 
because of the randomization of initial starting 
placement point and weights in calculating traveling 
cost used in the construction phase. Since an entire 
population has to be created, the ACO heuristic in use 
must be able to produce different feeder 
arrangements and placement sequences. Here, the 
heuristic allows to construct N different solutions by 
given N sets of random α  and β weighting 

parameter values. 
Local search 

An approach was used to augment the GA, 
incorporating a local search for improving CFA under 
a fixed placement sequence. At each generation, the 
local search, guided 2-exchange neighborhood 
(2-Opt), is  applied to each individual of the new 
generation. The guided 2-Opt operator searches for 
improvement by exchanging slot locations of two 
feeders at each stage of evolution. To perform the 
search more efficiently only exchanges the feeders 
that are marked for selecting. Feeders in the 
magazine are marked three classes: (1) potential to 
left move, (2) potential to right move, and (3) 
potential to stay the original position. For each 
connection aijk (the k-th arc that moves from feeder 
type i to j during the k-th placement order), if 
position of feeder j is greater than position of feeder i, 
it is defined as right move, otherwise, is defined as 
left move. Calculate the delay time dijk = tc(|j-i|)-tbk-p 
of each connection aijk. For each feeder i at position s, 
sum up all left move delay and right move delay 
respectively with corresponding delay time that is 
positive value. Finally, a feeder i at position s is 
potentially to move to right direction if its right move 
delay is greater than its left move delay, otherwise, it 
is potentially to move to left direction. A feeder with 
net left and right move delay are negative values is 
potential to stay the original position without 
adjusting its current position. On the basis of this 
classification, the guided 2-exchange rule is defined 
as follows: 
1. Exchange two feeders that have the largest net 

right move delay and the largest net left move 
delay respectively, if the solution is not improved, 
go to step 2, otherwise stop the local search. 

2. Randomly select two feeders from the 
corresponding two classes and exchanges two 
feeders to check whether the solution is 
improved, if it is not, repeat this step for a 
number of iterations.  

Genetic algorithm 
The genetic algorithm uses overlapping 

populations with a given amount of overlap. Each 
generation it creates a temporary population of 
individuals, adds these to the previous population, 
then removes the worst individuals in order to return 
the population to its original size.  We use edge 
recombination crossover (ERX) since it did work 
significantly better than partial match crossover 
(PMX) .  Two mutation operators are implemented: 
position mutation and inverse mutation as a way to 
prevent the population for premature convergence (all 
chromosomes are equal) and to exploit schemata not 
yet tested. 

As soon as a better solution is found the local 
search is stopped and the modified solution replaces 
the or iginal  solution in the new generation.  
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Table 1. Test data 
Comp. 

no 
x y Comp. 

type 
Comp. 

no 
x y Comp. 

type 
1 100 60 6 26 180 180 4 
2 100 90 3 27 180 220 8 
3 100 130 2 28 200 60 8 
4 100 180 10 29 200 100 9 
5 100 230 4 30 200 130 9 
6 120 50 4 31 200 140 3 
7 120 90 10 32 200 170 7 
8 120 130 6 33 200 180 10 
9 120 150 9 34 200 220 4 
10 120 190 5 35 220 40 9 
11 120 230 9 36 220 60 9 
12 140 40 9 37 220 100 10 
13 140 80 2 38 220 160 9 
14 140 100 9 39 220 200 7 
15 140 140 4 40 220 200 5 
16 140 180 10 41 240 40 10 
17 140 220 7 42 240 60 9 
18 160 60 5 43 240 80 4 
19 160 100 2 44 240 100 8 
20 160 140 5 45 240 120 1 
21 160 180 4 46 240 140 10 
22 160 220 9 47 240 180 7 
23 180 60 9 48 240 200 6 
24 180 100 5 49 240 210 7 
25 180 140 8 50 240 220 2 

Notes: Machine parameters: number of placement heads = 2; 

indexing time of turret = 0.25 sec/index; average x-y table 

speed = 60mm/s; average feeder carrier speed = 60mm/s; 

width of feeders = 15mm 

 
Table 2. Parameters for Problem 

Population size 50 
Number of generations 3000 
Probability of crossover 0.6 
Probability of mutation 0.1 

Percentage of replacements 0.8 
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Figure 3. Total placement time vs number of 

generations 

Additionally, to avoid trap in local search, local 
search is terminated in a certain number of iterations 
if a  better solution cannot be found. It can be 
observed that the GA with the local search operators 
requires fewer generations to converge than the 
conventional GA. 
 

3.COMPUTATIONAL 
EXPERIMENT 

 
A computational experiment has been conducted 

to compare the performance of the proposed 
algorithm with the traditional GA techniques 
designed recently for CFA and CSP. The algorithm 
has been tested on a test data (Table 1) cited from 
[6] [10]. The proposed a lgor i thm has  been 
implemented in C++, using the GAlib genetic 
algorithm library of Wall [12], which is a robust C++ 
library of Genetic Algorithm Components . We use 
the default operators on lists that are implemented 
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Figure 4. Comparison of hybrid GA and conventional 
 GA 

 
Table 3. Outputs of Hybrid GA and Conventional GA  
 Hybrid GA  Conventional 

GA 
Max score since init. 40.41 90.75 
Min score since init . 27.58 33.58 
Avg. of all scores  29.11 37.01 
Avg. of max scores  29.50 37.51 
Avg. of min scores  28.19 35.67 
Mean score in init. P. 35.16 81.39 
Max score in init. P. 40.41 90.75 
Min score in init. P. 30 72.58 
Std dev. of init. P. 1.78 4.29 
Mean score in last P. 27.96 34.25 
Max score in last P. 28.16 34.5 
Min score in last P. 27.58 33.58 
Std dev. of last P. 0.22 0.23 
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and documented in the GAlib library to generate new 
genomes. As the objective function, we use the time 
required for placing all components according to the 
sequence that the genetic algorithm suggests. The 
experimental tests were carried out on a Pentium 700 
MHz processor with 256M of RAM. The maximum 
run time was limited to 3000 generations. The 
parameter values for the investigated algorithm are 
described below. When the starting coordinates of 
(0,0) were used, the following results (Figure 3) were 
obtained after 3000 generations. The result obtained 
after 1650 generations is 27.58s. The total placement 
time after 1,650 iterations was 32.2s by Ong et al. [9] 
and the result shown by Leu et al. [6] was 51s after 
1,650 iterations. This value is better than the results , 
40s using uniform-distribution evolutionary 
programming and 36s for a Gaussian distribution 
evolutionary programming after 5,000 iterations, 
quoted from Nelson and Wille [8]. Figure 4 and 
Table 3 shows comparison of results obtained from 
the hybrid GA and conventional GA. 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper, an approach has been presented to 

incorporate domain knowledge into a genetic 
algorithm that is supposed to compute near-optimum 
solutions to the CFA and CPS problems . The 
approach is based on the use of an ACO construction 
heuristic for generating the initial population of the 
GA, an improvement heuristic for finding local 
optima in the CFA search space given a fixed CPS. 
There are several issues for future research. For 
example, in ERX, instead of determining new edges 
for producing a valid offspring in the crossover 
operator on a purely random basis, it might be 
desirable to prefer short edges. It is also possible to 
replace mutation by one of the well-known 
improvement heuristics such as  2-opt, 3-opt or the 
Lin-Kernighan (LK) heuristic. Furthermore, 
additional tests of the proposed algorithm on other 
possibly more industrial instances and comprehensive 
comparisons with other (possibly non-GA) 
approaches, are required to provide a detailed 
assessment of the merits of the proposed approach. 
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